
 

                                

                 

Werewolf



The characters:

Witch: The witch has one spell to heal and one spell to poison someone. If both of the

spells are used, the witch does not have any function anymore.

Wolf: There are four wolves who can eliminate one person each round. Their goal is to

kill all the villagers.

Blinking Girl: She can slightly open her eyes once to unmask the wolves. If she 
succeeds, she can convince the villagers to vote one of the wolves out.

Hunter: If you were killed by the wolves or you were voted out,  you can pull someone

else to death.

Amor: At the beginning of the first round  Amor chooses two people who love each

other so much that they must die together. If they stay together till the game ends,  

they win.

Clairvoyant: The clairvoyant is allowed to turn around one card each round till she 
gets

killed or voted out.

Order of the characters waking up:

The Narrator gives a card to everyone in this round. The players silently look at their

character cards so they know when it is their turn to wake up.

All the players go to sleep
Amor wakes up and points at two people. The narrator taps these two on their head and

they are to look deeply into each others eyes. Then they close their eyes again.

Now the clairvoyant may open her eyes and point at someone’s card which the narrator

then turns around. Afterwards she closes her eyes again.

The narrator calls the wolves who wake up and choose one person who is to die.

While the wolves are choosing the person to die, the blinking girl may wake up and

peak.  She should stay unnoticeable so that she can report on one of the wolves to

get voted out.

After the wolves chose the person, the witch may wake up and choose if she wants to

heal the person.  She can also poison a person, if she thinks he or she is a wolf.

Now the villagers wake up and are informed about the victim. They can

suspect a person if they want to. Maybe they heard how one wolf tapped or pointed at

someone. Actually you don’t need a real reason to suspect someone.

After the villagers voted someone out he or she reveals his or her identity.

Then the village goes back to sleep again and everything is repeated.


